Shooting technique

Target
practice

Down-the-line
Down-the-line training is
informative and great fun

We know the four basic
building blocks for
competent shooting, but
how should you rehearse them?
Words Malcolm plant

T

here are four basic building
blocks for shotgun competence
in clay and game shooting.
*Stance and balance.
*Gun-mount and the
avoidance of head lifting.
*Gun-swing and an understanding
of the gun and target movement.
*Lead or forward allowance.
The best place to rehearse and train
these competencies is on the clayground
and you don’t necessarily need sporting
targets to do it – everything can be
practised on the skeet and trap layouts
at your local club. This can be particularly
improved if you have a good coach to
advise you!
Dr Malcolm Plant is chairman
of the Institute of Clay Shooting
Instructors and a Clay Pigeon
Shooting Association senior coach.
The Institute of Clay Shooting Instructors
was formed in the 1980s to provide
qualified coaches with opportunities for
further professional development, by the
provision of seminars, workshops, practical
activities and educational visits. ICSI
coaches can be found at www.ICSI.org.uk

Down-the-line
Down-the-line trap (DTL) shooting
will refine all the four building blocks
mentioned above, but this clay discipline
is particularly useful for honing the first
two: stance and gun mount. I am not
suggesting that you might want to dedicate
yourself to becoming one of our leading
DTL or Olympic Trap shooters, but the
training is informative, and great fun. That
said, quality DTL shooting needs to be
disciplined and precise, with a considerable
amount of mental focus. Unless you
consistently get your feet in the right
position, you will not be able to reliably
cover the sky down-range with your gun,
and out in front.
Furthermore, freedom of swift, but
smooth, gun movement is critical and

very dependent on your feet and upper
body balance. An easy dry-run test is to
set yourself up with an empty gun fullymounted and cover the down-range sky
with the gun; if any position of swing seems
inhibited, adjust your feet.

Footwork
Right-handed shooters should pay
particular attention to possible target areas
out to the right because this gun movement
is rather more awkward. As such it will help
to slightly favour this target with your foot
positioning. The reverse applies for lefties.
A slightly weight-forward stance with a
little more weight on the front foot (left foot
for right-handers) is generally preferred
by competent trap shooters. Adopting this
posture helps greatly with our basic
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Technique
ahead. Known as the CPSA method.
Ahead of the clay, from the start of the
gun movement. Maintained lead (or
forward allowance).
With crossing targets, each system has
the basic function of getting the gun to
point ahead of the clay, to place the shot
cloud on the clay when the trigger is pulled.
Of course, the greater the distance to the
target, the longer the time the shot cloud
takes to get there and the further ahead
you have to shoot. Knowing which system
you may have naturally developed is a
significant help in understanding what you
are doing with the process of breaking the
clay with the shot cloud of pellets.

trigger. The target can only escape your
technique in the fraction of a second when
you pull ahead to put on the lead..
You’ve got to get the gap right and
different shooters perceive this concept of
lead in different ways; some are instinctive
shots and cannot describe the gap and
others use a mental measuring process. It’s
better not to listen to your friends’ advice
on lead, as you’ll likely get confusing and
conflicting comments. Go and see a good
coach if you are struggling.

•

Percentage

You will need to hit a high
percentage of targets to
win a clay competition

Swing Through
2

1

Targets

The single targets on a skeet
layout are the closest you can get
to recreating the flight of a pigeon

building block, particularly (number two),
gun-mount and head position. The shotgun
should place the shot pattern where you
are looking, with your line of sight just
grazing the rib of the gun. The key point
here is that you must keep that head
position throughout the shot. If you should
lift your head from the gun “to look for
the target”, you will surely shoot over the
top because your brain now lines up your
elevated eye with the gun muzzle and the
target, placing the shot too high.

Head position
Trap guns are set up to shoot slightly high
to cover going-away rising targets, so
head lifting is a cardinal sin which places
the shot even higher. Another bonus with
this type of training is that it instills the
benefit of keeping both eyes horizontal
and level in relation to the stock and rib
– a fundamental foundation where all
shotgun shooting is concerned. We don’t

“If you lift
your head
you will shoot
over the top”
attempt any other hand-eye co-ordination
sports with our head canted over, do we?
Watch our top cricket batsmen in action;
even though they are standing side on
to the bowler, their eyes always remain
horizontal to ensure their view of the fast
moving “target” remains true.
So, on the trap range we can hone an
awareness of stance and gun-mount and
establish an awareness of the gun-stock’s
touch position on your cheek. All of
which cements the right feel of alignment
between your eye and the gun’s rib. After a
few rounds, move to the skeet range...

Simulated stimulation
The single targets on a skeet layout
are possibly the closest you can get to
recreating the flight of a pigeon or game in
the field. Distances may vary, but crossing
and incoming birds can be rehearsed in
all their varieties. If you have developed a
shooting style or technique, a good coach
will be able to tell you what it is; and, more
importantly, explain the strengths and
weaknesses of each style in the field of
game and clayshooting.
You may of course have developed a
rather random approach to addressing
the moving target, but, believe me, the
clarification can be an eye-opener. As
discussed before, there are only three
places that the gun can start its swing
along the flightline of a crossing target:
Behind the clay on its flight path, to catch
the clay up, and overtake. Traditionally
known as “swing through”.
Pointing at the target, before pulling
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Skeet range
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Advantages
In clayshooting, be it trap, skeet or sporting
disciplines, we have the advantage of
knowing, more or less, where the target is
going to be for a particular discipline and
target presentation. And indeed, with clay
shooting, the shooter has the advantage
of watching other people shoot the target
or combinations of targets before it’s their
turn to have a go. This is not the case
with pigeon or corvid shooting for crop
protection, and definitely not the case for
driven or walked-up game shooting where
every bird is different.
That’s why to win a clay competition a
shooter has to hit a high percentage of the
presented targets, while in game shooting a
ratio of 2:1 or 3:1 of cartridges shot to targets
hit is considered competent shooting.

Wild birds
In gameshooting, point at the target and
pull ahead has a very definite plus factor;
wild birds don’t fly in straight lines but
curl due to the terrain or the wind. As you
mount the gun, with the muzzles pointing at
the target, if the target curls keep pointing
until you wish to pull ahead and pull the

1 Swing starts behind the bird.
2 Accelerate and swing through the bird.
3 Shot is taken out in front.

CPSA METHOD
1

3
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1 Muzzles pick up the bird.
2 Point and maintain contact.
3 Pull away in front and fire. Keep barrels
moving.

MAINTAINED LEAD
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1 The standard method is to start in front
of the bird.
2 Adjust and set the lead still in front of
the bird.
3 Maintain set distance, with your gun
moving at same speed as the bird.

On the skeet range you can practice all
three shooting techniques as you may
have to use them all in a competition.
You may have situations where the target
combinations demand the use of swing
through or maintained lead. To give an
example, in skeet you are asked to shoot
a simultaneous pair of targets, one left to
right, the other right to left, which cross in
the middle of the range. Depending how
fast or slow you shoot the first clay, it is
possible to shoot the second clay using
“maintained lead” or “point and pull ahead”.
Or, if you are a sluggish old wrinkly like
myself, by the time you shoot the first clay,
the second will have crossed the range and
you now have to go chasing after it, and
shoot it “swing through”.
All of this learning and fun is possible,
and you can find it down at your local trap
and skeet club! SG

Footage
If you’d like to watch the highest
quality, competitive trap and
skeet shooting, the International
Shooting Sports Federation
website has videos of recent world
competitions (www.issf-sports.org)

